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1. DISCLAIMER

GENERAL DISCLAIMER
Please read this disclaimer (“disclaimer”) carefully before using this document 

(“document”, “service”) operated by Traderverse (“us”, “we”, “our”). The content displayed 

on the document is the intellectual property of the Traderverse. You may not reuse, 

republish, or reprint any of our content without our written consent. All information we 

have posted is merely for educational and informational purposes, it is not intended as 

a substitute for professional advice. Should you decide to act upon any information in 

this document, you do so at your own risk. While the information in this document has 

been verified to the best of our abilities, we cannot guarantee that it is free of mistakes 

or errors. We reserve the right to change this document at any given time, of which you 

will be promptly updated. If you want to make sure that you are up to date with the latest 

changes, we advise you to visit our website frequently at TAKEOFFTOKEN.COM

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
This whitepaper is for information purposes only and may be subject to change. We 

cannot guarantee the veracity of the statements made or conclusions reached in this 

whitepaper, and we expressly disclaim all representations and warranties (whether 

expressed or implied by statute or otherwise) whatsoever, including but not limited to: 

• any representations or warranties relating to merchantability, fitness for a particular 

purpose, suitability, title, or non-infringement.  

• that the contents of this document are accurate and free from any errors; and 

• that such contents do not infringe any third-party rights.  

We shall have no liability for losses or damages (whether direct, indirect, consequential, 

or any other kind of loss or damage) arising out of use, reference to, or reliance on the 

contents of this whitepaper, even if advised of the possibility of damages arising. No 

regulatory authority has examined or approved any of the information set out in this 

whitepaper. No such action has or will be taken under any jurisdiction’s laws, regulatory 

requirements, or rules. This whitepaper’s publication, distribution, or dissemination 

does not imply that applicable laws or regulatory requirements have been complied 

with. This whitepaper contains forward-looking statements or information (collectively 

“forward- looking statements”) related to our current expectations of future events. We 

have based these forward-looking statements on current projections about future events 

and financial trends that we believe are relevant to our financial condition, results of 

operations, business strategy, financial needs, or the token sale results.
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2. INTRODUCTION

WHY BLOCKCHAIN?
Have you ever questioned why Blockchain is essential or noticed how it is impacting our daily 

lives? We are approaching a crucial moment in discovery. Until now, centralization has been 

a prerequisite for all of our official compositions. Political, educational, and financial systems 

are, and have always been, crafted in a way that does not equally and ethically distribute 

power to those operating within them. 

There have been points in our history where centralized structure played an instrumental 

role, but in this information age, it is time to rethink. A blockchain is a ledger-based peer-to- 

peer network where each peer has a ledger copy. This drives the decentralized idea into the 

people’s minds which is why it is prevalent among the general audience.

TRANSPARENCY
Blockchain provides transparency due to its nature. It is helpful for different functions of our 

society as it ensures that the end-user interacts with processes  transparently.

FREEDOM
One of our inalienable rights is freedom. There are centralized entities that offer connectivity 

in terms of economy, but Blockchain only provides true digital freedom. 

DECENTRALIZED SERVICES
Decentralized services are the backbone of our future society. Be it any service or 

management, there will be decentralized services. 

USE-CASES
Blockchain is a technology for the future of our society. It can be 

applied in any industry, including trade, finance, banking, 

government, education, healthcare, etc. 

SECURITY
Blockchain uses cryptography to add a layer of security. Cryptography 

utilizes complex mathematical algorithms that are used to secure the 

data and systems on the blockchain network.

COST OF SERVICE
Blockchain is inexpensive when compared to traditional systems. The removal of 

centralized authority, in turn, removes the middleman and improves cost-efficiency.
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2. INTRODUCTION

TRADERVERSE
At TRADERVERSE INC, we believe information is power, especially for traders. Regardless 

of whether one trades cryptocurrencies or stocks, the correct knowledge will help traders 

succeed. With the invention of Robinhood, Stocktwits, Twitter’s Fintwits, and Webull, social 

media has risen in popularity to become the platform that many use to influence and share 

critical information with traders. Nevertheless, traditional social media was not designed to 

cater to trading or traders, and contains many flaws, specifically a lack of control and quality, 

leading to biased and manipulated content, ultimately victimizing new traders. Our executive 

team (Sarim Alavi, John Forster, Michael Herman, and Milly Barker Destefano) are on a mission 

to improve the trading community by promoting transparency, accessibility, and teamwork 

by providing exceptional tools for information analysis and effective collaboration. Thus, the 

birth of the TRADERVERSE ECOSYSTEM.

The TRADERVERSE ECOSYSTEM consists of multiple platforms tailored to support modern 

day traders with our core products, TRADERVERSE Social, an intelligent and transparent 

Traders’ Social Network with built-in analysis tools, and TRADERVERSE Streams, an 

educational audio/video and live streams network with the community and insights built-in. 
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FEATURES
TRADERVERSE Social provides a place where traders share information and resources 

to educate each other—connecting numerous traders on a single social network. It uses 

Tradenion at its core, an intelligent AI-based information services platform that processes 

information for various sources in real-time and produces informational insights. The 

platform enables users to write, organize, store, and share research, technical analysis, 

and social insights, including charting, technical, social, news, and fundamental alerts.

      

TRADERVERSE Stream is an Audio, Video, and Live Streaming service dedicated to the 

education and engagement of its community. It directly engages the community by 

bringing awareness to social content, including relevant market trends, technical and 

fundamental analysis, respected thinkers, CEO interviews, trading strategies, 

and much more. Our mission is to provide a plethora of 

creative influencer content to support the learning & 

education of the trading community. Built in-rooms 

allow traders to converse with like-minded individuals 

in the trading sector.

      

TRADERVERSE ECOSYSTEM is a platform created 

by retail traders and for retail traders to create  a 

community and promote transparency, accessibility, 

and teamwork for all traders. Our token holders can 

purchase SaaS subscriptions with their TAKEOFFTOKEN 

or Fiat currency. 

3. ECOSYSTEM
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3. ECOSYSTEM

STABILITY GROWTH

INTELLIGENT FRAMEWORK

SOCIAL COLLABORATIONS

APPS & DAPPS ECOSYSTEM

TRANSPARENT BLOCKCHAIN

UNIVERSAL MARKETPLACE

STREAMS
A multi-tenant, well-structured Audio, Video, and 

Live Streaming app dedicated to the education and 

engagement of its community bringing awareness 

to social content..

TRADENION
An intelligent assistant that performs deep analysis 

using Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning 

capabilities to understand patterns and produce 

incredible insights.

COLONIES
Decentralized groups that allow individuals to meet 

and interact with like minded traders to share ideas, 

insights, and trades with an embedded AI analysis 

and charting assistant.

CLOUD DOCS
Intuitive and easy-to-use shared note taking, 

storage and research tools to make deep diving 

into any company, ticker, currency, or other asset 

straightforward and collaborative.

MARKET
Our e-commerce ecosystem is where creators and 

consumers can interact and transact with a vast 

amount of content and merchandise offered by 

both creators and Traderverse.

COMET CHARTS
A proprietary charting platform embedded in our 

Social Media ecosystem where all traders, investors, 

educators, and market enthusiasts can share ideas 

and analyses.

SOCIAL NETWORKBLOCKCHAIN 
TECHNOLOGY

ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE
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THE TOKEN
TAKEOFFTOKEN is a unique ERC 20 token build to integrate and excel with TRADERVERSE 

ECOSYSTEM. Forming a special 2-way relationship, they support each other’s growth and 

stability creating increased benefit for token holders. Collectively, it will allow in-ecosystem 

purchases and donations between members and creators, as well as allowing users to buy Saas 

subscriptions. They will fuel the community with features that will ultimately empower traders.

TAKEOFFTOKEN integrates itself in the fabric of the TRADERVERSE ECOSYSTEM, enabling 

members to perform various e-commerce transactions efficiently. Each blockchain transaction 

brings transparency and promotes collaboration, while  rewarding influencers and content 

creators. Transactions also support the tokens by generating significant volume, in essence 

creating more added value for holders. TAKEOFFTOKEN will launch on the polygon network 

for lower gas fees and faster transactions, enabling the ECOSYSTEM’s true potential. It will be 

available on the most popular exchanges after a fair presale event on various known launchpads.

AUTO & MANUAL BURNS
An automated burn on tokens will help reduce overall supply, leading to increased token 

holder value. However, this burn will not be finite or controlled, so in the long term will require 

a review. Generally, in the long term, we prefer manual burns governed by the TRADERVERSE 

team; this will help create a more informed community. TRADERVERSE Network can 

advertise and track manual conditions and amounts. The total number of TRADERVERSE 

TAKEOFFTOKENS burned will be featured on our website to allow transparency in identifying 

the actual circulating supply at any given period.

AUTO LIQUIDITY POOL (LP)
Automatic LP is the secret ingredient of TAKEOFFTOKEN. Here we have a function that will 

be beneficial for holders:

• The written contract will absorb both buyer and seller tokens equally and add them 

to the Liquidity Pool, creating a stable price floor. 

• The added LP should create stability from the supplied LP by adding part of the tax 

to the overall liquidity of the token.

TAKEOFFTOKEN LP increases with time, increasing the price stability with it. The idea is to 

prevent the higher dips when any whales decide to sell their tokens; this will help stabilize 

the price fluctuation. TAKEOFFTOKEN has an advantage over traditional reflection tokens, 

which are only beneficial in the short term from the granted supply reduction.

We are convinced that this design and protocol should prevail over the antiquated reflection 

tokens for the mentioned reasons. 

4. TAKEOFFTOKEN
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images, & docs.
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Earn by promoting
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Buy Traderverse
official & crossbrand
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Earn bonus points
and tokens by

inviting friends.

LOW 
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TAKEOFFTOKEN
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4. TAKEOFFTOKEN
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TOKEN DETAILS 
Token Symbol
TOFF
Private Sale
FEBRUARY 1-28TH

Soft Cap  Hard Cap
$1.5 MIL  $3 MIL

VALUE FUNCTION 
Tax Only
5%

Automatic Burns
1%
Redistributed to Liquidity
2%
Reflected to Holders
2%

4. TAKEOFFTOKEN

TOTAL TOKEN SUPPLY 100% 500BIL 

Private Sale   6% 30BIL

Public Presale   6% 30BIL

Dev Wallet   6%  30BIL

Marketing Wallet  6%  30BIL

Liquidity Pool    76% 380BIL
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MILESTONES

AUG – DEC 21
Development and Alpha Release of TRADERVERSE Stream, Websites, and Social 
Development.

JAN  - MAR 22
TRADERVERSE NFT LAUNCH, TAKEOFF TOKEN Private and Presale opening, and initial 
launch of COMMUNITY DISCORD.

JAN - MAR 22
TRADERVERSE TAKEOFF TOKEN Public launch, TRADERVERSE STREAMS Beta launch (Full 
token utility available in this release).

APR - JUL 22
TRADERVERSE SOCIAL beta launch, TRADENION AI COMPANION, Second NFT Drop, and 
TAKEOFF TOKEN integration with TRADERVERSE SOCIAL.

JUN - AUG 22
TRADERVERSE Full Ecosystem Release, MARKETPLACE, CHARTS, DOCS CLOUD, COLONIES, 
and STREAMS integrations.

AUG - OCT 22
TRADERVERSE STREAMS and SOCIAL IOS & Android App Release with Digital Wallet and 
TRADENION alerts integrations.

OCT - DEC 22
Phase Two planning, platform fixes & optimizations for TRADERVERSE ECOSYSTEM, 
additional Apps & Dapps Releases.

DEC 22 - FEB 23
Upgrades and updates. Additional release of features, development, support, and 
optimization for all Ecosystem to scale.

5. ROADMAP

AUG – DEC 21
PHASE 1

JAN - MAR 22
PHASE 2

JAN - MAR 22
PHASE 3

MAR - JUN 22
PHASE 4

JUN - AUG 22
PHASE 5

AUG - OCT 22
PHASE 6

DEC 22 - FEB 23
PHASE 8

OCT - DEC 22
PHASE 7

2021 2022 2022 2022 2022 2022 2022 22/23
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 FAIRNESS & SUPPORT
 We believe in fairness & honesty and will do our best to be transparent and keep all 

informed pre and post launch as well as  throughout our token’s life cycle. Moreover, as true 

innovators and believers of blockchain technology, our core development intention is to integrate 

TAKEOFFTOKEN & TRADERVERSE tightly together so that they both encourage mutual success.

 TRADERVERSE PLEDGE
 As a company that believes in transparency and giving back to the community, we will 

look for opportunities to help our community and token holders in every way we can. We will 

implement multiple features that generate profitable transactions back into our token to 

ensure value and to our TRADERVERSE ecosystem.

 CHARITY & DONATIONS
 Donating is a selfless act and necessary for our community to thrive, so we are incredibly 

passionate about supporting different charities and causes. We will find multiple ways to 

support society by using both the TAKEOFFTOKEN and the  TRADERVERSE Ecosystem. By 

using some of these resources, technology, and platforms our project becomes a vehicle for 

societal good and unity. We are confident this project will do good for others and inspire 

many which are core tenants of a healthy and thriving community.

CLOSING THOUGHTS
The stock market is fluid, and complex, hence conditions and variables are constantly changing. To 

better adapt to the market, we at TRADERVERSE Inc. are committed to making the retail investing 

space more interactive, transparent, collaborative, and most importantly efficient. We truly believe 

that accurate information is a necessity for any trader. We will continue to innovate and create tools 

and features that will help the trading community.

Our goal is to empower traders and allow them to perform at their best inside a reliable and user-

friendly platform that helps build a worldwide learning community that attracts members from all 

walks of life. Retail traders should learn from one another and work collectively toward a common 

goal. The TRADERVERSE team wants to promote talent and creativity bringing exceptional retail 

traders to the spotlight by showcasing their work for all users on our platform.

The TAKEOFFTOKEN provides our users access to our products and services. We encourage the 

stability of our token through the use in our TRADERVERSE ECOSYSTEM. We have built additional 

stability measures to support the launch of our token.  There is an upper cap on the token allocation 

providing stability and value. Fluctuations may occur because of the supply-demand equation. 

6. OUR PLEDGE

7. CONCLUSION
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